1. Attendance cards

2. Quiz #5 has been graded (Quiz #5 grades have been posted to the course home)

3. Quiz #6 is scheduled this Thursday
   - Quiz #6 question list has been posted

4. Project #1 submissions have been graded (Project #1 grades have been posted to the course home)

5. OS-boot sequence
   - Exercise questions ("Exercise_Question_on_June_13_2023")

6. Midterm-Exam Review (if time permits)
   - QUESTION #2
   - QUESTION #5

7. Additional Exercise Questions
   - Exercise_Question_on_June_01_2023_Part_02
   - Exercise_Question_on_June_01_2023_Part_03 (EXERCISE #8)

8. Quiz #6 Question review (1:25 p.m.)